Wolf Eyes Dingo
Red LED Headlamp
Distribution for West & East Malaysia

Marketed & distributed by:
The Beach Collective Communications & Ventures

Product Description
This RED version of the Dingo LED headlamp is usually
chosen by those who work near animals, zoo workers,
academics, wildlife photographers or vermin control as
the RED LED light upsets the animals considerably less than
white light. It is also great if you don't want to lose your
own night vision!
There is a long distance tele lens perfect for hunting, it
provides a spot to highlight wild dogs or foxes into the
distance. This lens is adjustable by sliding from spot to a
flood from 11 degrees to 50 degrees. Also in the kit is a
wide angle lens, this produces a very broad spot out to
shorter distances, say 40 metres, perfect for someone
tasked with supervising a storage yard, emergency
services or for chasing bunnies.
The Dingo rechargeable headlamp can also be used in
No Lens mode at night. This provides a very, very even light
over about 160 degrees with no spot. If you work close to
others, have to walk around a medical facility or similar
without disturbing others, the no lens mode with red is just
fantastic.

Product Description
All the controls for the headlamp are on the front of the
Dingo, for easy access and positive control. There are 4
levels (High, Medium, MediumLow, Low) and strobe, all
easily accessed by twisting the front bezel. The bezel
can also be slid forward and back to control focus of
the two lenses. The headlamp bezel can also be tilted
easily by the user. Every controls is in front for safety
and more control by the user of the headlamp.
The Wolf Eyes rechargeable battery provides 150
minutes of runtime on High, 295 minutes on Medium, 17
hours on Medium Low and 136 hours on Low. Being a
lithium ion rechargeable battery it also works in sub
zero conditions.

Product Highlights
Manufacturing:
Australian Brand
Military and police-grade equipment
Capabilities:
Night vision: Red light enhances night vision capability
Red LED: No filter required so no dimming of the light
Splashproof: Due to an innovative glass cover over the LED
No fade: Headlamp is regulated, so the light doesn't fade when in
use.

Product Highlights
Construction:
Aircraft grade aluminium: The front bezel is constructed of aircraft
grade aluminium with cooling fins built in so you don't overheat
your LED -- If an LED is overheated it has a permanently reduced
output
Modes of use:
5 stages mode: low (2%), Medium low (10%), Medium (50%), High
(100%), Strobe (1Hz)
Usage:
Research, Boating, Training, Running, Camping & Hiking, Fishing,
Outdoor Lifestyle, Hunting, Astronomy

Product Comparison with
similar range competing LED headlamp

Local Distribution
Filter for Red Light

Distance beam (focused beam
with telephoto lens)
LED Emitter Output

Battery
Built material

Weight
Warranty

Wear and tear after 1 year of field usage

Wolf Eyes
Dingo Red

Product X
(White LED with
red filter)

Yes. Prices inclusive
of all taxes &
surcharges

No. Duties taxes &
customs clearance
required

No filter required
216m

Filter needed;
brightness reduced
400m
(In white light)

816 lumens

900 lumens
(in white light)

External
rechargeable

Internal
rechargeable

Aircraft grade
aluminium

Plastic

0.217 kg only

0.37 kg

5 years

1 year

After 1 year
as good as new

Straps loose & light
intensity heavily
reduced

Photo Gallery

Night illumination with Wolf Eyes Dingo Red LED torches

Photo Gallery

Wildlife Photos captured in Malaysia with Wolf Eyes Dingo Red LED torches illumination at night
(Note: no camera flash used in photography capture)

Product Kit:
Weight:
217g without battery
Set is inclusive of:
1 Red LED headlamp
2 different lenses to give you three choices of beams
1 LRB -168A 3400mAh rechargeable external Li-ion Battery
1 battery charger
Warranty:
5-year body warranty from manufacturer
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Wolf Eyes Dingo Set

LRB-168A 3400mAh rechargeable
Li-ion battery (Extra)

RM900

RM150
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